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Labour's 2005 election campaign was extensively
underpinned by political marketing. This resulted in a
campaign of unequal halves; generic and populist ai
national level; focused and individualised at local level.
This article describes the text of Labour's campaign,
and its response to its environment, focusing upon its
image management strategies in response to the
political and media environment within which it
operated. This also included the Conservatives and an
increasing overlap between politics and celebrity
culture. This campaign saw a continuation and
sophistication of marketing strategies and technologies,
enabling parties to target individual, strategically
important, voters. A specific personalised message was
presented to 2% of the electorate, while a broad image
was promoted to the rest of the populace. With an
election focused on a targeted minority of the
electorate, it is argued that far from being a force to
enhance democracy, marketing at the 2005 election
challenges the ideals upon which the democratic
process of politics is premised.
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Introduction

On the 6* May 2005 Tony Blair led Labour to an historic third successive
term in office, following an election campaign extensively informed by
political marketing. While the use of marketing in election campaigns is
nothing new (see for example Wring 1997), what was different this time was
the extent to which the tensions between different aspects of political
marketing were exposed, leading to a more direct and individualised
campaign waged through direct marketing and away from the mass media.
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The result was two different campaigns; broad image management at
national level, and a highly individualised segmented and personalised
campaign at local level.

It is conventional wisdom that swing voters determine election outcomes.
In the 2005 election, by building upon the sophisticated marketing
techniques already in use and through advances in available technology,
political parties were able to identify, profile and send personalised
campaign messages to individual voters. Recognising the need to suggest
that the election was significant nationally, marketing was employed to
promote Labour through the national media, and Labour presented a general
bland image to the wider electorate. There was acknowledgement by both
the main parties that given the peculiarities of the British electoral system,
the real battle of the election would occur in identified marginal seats. As
such it was the context of the campaign (the battle in marginal seats) rather
than the text of the campaign itself, which was afforded greatest significance
by the main parties. This limited political debate and meant little distinction
between the two main parties. The extensive engagement with popular
culture, as a means to construct and promote this image, also contributed to a
continuation of the notion of 'celebrity' within politics. Labour's generic
national campaigning w âs coupled with a resource rich, highly localised
campaign and targeting of floating voters in strategic seats. These swing
voters comprised 2% of the electorate (Wintour 2005). Sophisticated
marketing strategies and technologies enabled both parties to bypass the
traditional media to deliver highly personalised campaign messages to a
small number of the electorate who would determine the election outcome.

As Wring notes there are four elements of the marketing process: the
party/candidate; the environment in which it operates; the strategy pursued;
and the market within which competition occurs (1997 2001). It is these
aspects that underpin the discussion of Labour's election campaign. This
article also highlights the focus upon image management and discusses the
extent to which Labour sought to continue with its proactive media
mcinagement strategy. Labour's response to its competitors, in particular
that of the official opposition, the Conservatives, is then considered. This,
however, was a campaign of two halves.

The bland national campaign appeared to do little to engage the
electorate, and the second half of this article draws attention to the highly
localised campaign. The campaign at both local and national level was
extensively informed by marketing. This article highlights the extent to
which marketing is employed in contemporary campaigning and argues that
this takes precedence over political debate.
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Marketing and the National Level Campaign

Academic commentators, opinion pollsters, and the media predicted a
Labour victory throughout the election campaign (for instance Sanders 2005).
Despite this, party leaders warned the party against complacency given the
Conservative's display of greater unity than in 1997 and 2001, and
widespread concerns in respect of a continuation of low voter turnout. The
background of the election was also markedly different from 1997 and 2001.
The highly unpopular Iraq conflict was fresh in voters' minds and became a
significant issue during the campaign. At the same time perceptions of the
Conservatives' incompetence in the 1990s were thought to be fading from the
voters' memories and Labour was argued to need to defend its record more
vigorously. Labour strategists were concerned to ensure the mobilisation of
Labour support, suggesting that complacency among Labour voters could
facilitate a Conservative victory 'by the back door'.

Labour is clearly conditioned by its past (electoral wilderness; media
hostility), present (heavily saturated media environment; proactive media
strategies; extensive marketing) and future (fear of being evicted from
governmental office). Communication, and image management have
historically played a significant role for Labour (Wring 2005); this has been
institutionalised within the party over the last twenty years. The 2005
election saw a continuation and consolidation of sophisticated presentational
strategies. The importance of image has been significant in Labour's
trajectory: three successive electoral defeats since 1979, led to the creation of
communications posts, which then became intertwined with policy
presentation. In 1994 Tony Blair was elected leader, as much for his telegenic
qualities as political ones, and this was put to extensive use through his
engagement with popular/celebrity culture in the 2005 campaign. Extensive
public relations strategies were overseen by Matthew Doyle, and Alistair
Campbell from Labour's Victoria Street campaign headquarters, and
Director of Communications David Hill accompanied Blair (Wring 2005b),
whose campaign style continued to be presidential. Organisational learning
has meant that Labour has also learned marketing lessons from the
Americans, and in the run up to the 1997 election and since then, has refined
its media and image management adopting an increasingly 'proactive
strategy', employed throughout office as well as during campaigning. As a
consequence of this, however, extensive accusations of spin have been
levelled at Labour throughout its period of governance. This, it could be
argued, may well be one of the reasons that Labour sought to find alternative
routes to corrununicate with the electorate during this campaign. This was
done both through the use of popular culture and by using direct marketing,
bypassing traditional media forms at local level (discussed in the second half
of this article).
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Labour's Product: Perception of Image
The media play a significant role in shaping the way in which image is

presented to the voters. Image presentation needs to be compatible with the
demands of the contemporary media environment. Labour's response to this
was a continuation of its proactive media strategy and this formed an
essential aspect of the approach to national level campaigning. Labour
sought to promote an image designed to have a broad appeal, across the
political centre ground following the ambiguous broad base of voter values.
Conditioned again by its history. Labour sought to sustain and consolidate
its image move away from 'old Labour', a party perceived to be economically
profligate and project itself as a party of economic trustworthiness and
competence. Labour's brand image was designed to allay any remaining
fears associated with its history (White and De Chernatony 2001). While
Gordon Brown had led the election campaigns in 1997 and 2001, Alan
Milburn was charged with this post in 2005, this was seen by commentators
as a consolidation of the Blairite agenda within the party (Clark 2005). The
Labour campaign focused initially upon economic stability, while at the same
time seeking to remind people of the Conservatives' economic incompetence
of the 1990s, with the slogan 'Forward not back'. Despite the
presidentialisation of Blair through the channels of popular culture, in the
election campaign itself there were attempts to downplay Blair's role and
emphasise party unity, particularly the unity between Blair and Brown. This
was in a bid to counter the anticipated hostility towards Labour, and Blair in
particular, over the Iraq war, and to build upon strengths associated with
Brown. Nationally Labour sought to build upon and promote an image of
economic competence. This was also done through the early presentation of
Brown and Blair as a team in a PPB and by them campaigning together.
Anthony Minghella, director of The English Patient, was called in to shoot the
election broadcast featuring Blair and Brown. Its soft focus suggested
intimacy and highlighted the partnership between the two men (intended to
counter negative speculation of rifts in their relationship prior to the
election). It could be argued this was also intended to draw attention
towards Labour's/Brown's positive economic success, while seeking to
downplay Blair and the issue of Iraq. At the local level, there were attempts
to modify this image, and while accepting the strengths of the Brown/Blair
team, party awareness of the strength of negative feeling in respect of Iraq,
meant that many MPs sought to disassociate themselves from Blair, with a
large number of MPs not using Blair's photo in their local campaign
literature.

Negative Campaigning
Negative campaigning has become common currency in contemporary
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election campaigns and the 2005 election was no different, characterised
throughout by negative campaigning from all parties. For example, prior to
the official beginning of election campaigning. Labour had again employed
the controversial Trevor Beattie of TBWA. The production of the highly
negative and controversial 'flying pigs' poster, despite not being publicly
distributed, and available only as images on Labour's website, became a
news item in its own right. Here Michael Howard and Oliver Letwin, who
are both Jewish, were depicted with their faces superimposed on winged
pigs and the text 'the day the Tory sums add up' (Helm and Born 2005). A
key element of negative campaigning is the publicity gained as the negative
advert can generate media interest (and subsequent 'free' publicity) and itself
become a news event. Negative campaigning has become an important tool
in marketised campaigns, both in seeking to undermine the opposition
parties' image (product) and as a significant means through which actors to
seek to mobilise support. Research into the effects of negative advertising
upon the electorate indicates that there is evidence to suggest that while the
voters do not like it, negative advertising does have some effect (Holtz-Bacha
2003:102). While viewed critically, voters are thought to remember the
negative message better than those of positive adverts (Surlin & Gordon
1977; Newhagen and Reeves 1991). While the intention of the advert may be
to discredit the political party's opponent, negative advertising may have
unintended consequences; a key unintended consequence may be the further
disillusionment with politicians. Indeed, Ansolabehere and Iyengar argue
that negative advertising 'suppress[es] voter turnout' (1995:9). If both sides
are portrayed negatively, there is little to encourage the voter to consider that
either party may have something positive to offer. Both Labour and the
Conservatives were aggressive in their negative campaigning, with Labour
warning of low Labour turnout facilitating a Conservative victory, and
Michael Howard openly calling Blair a liar. Of course, the impact of negative
campaigning on voter turnout, is only a problem for political parties if they
are concerned to mobilise the entire electorate. In 2005, as discussed below,
there was only a small proportion of the electorate that parties wished to
encourage to turn out and vote.

Popular Culture
It has been argued that Labour's success in gaining media coverage in

recent years has meant that audiences have become less receptive to them
(The Economist, 29/04/05). One way round this is to engage with media
content traditionally considered to be non political (for example, daytime
chat shows). Popular culture is playing a significant role in the formal
political process, and there is an increasing overlap between what had been
more formally considered the 'political' and the 'popular' arenas (cf. Street
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1997; Baum 2005). Prior to the start of the official election campaign much
energy was devoted to promoting Blair in a popular culture context. Popular
culture is an increasingly important part of 'free media' campaigning, and
plays a significant role in the construction of, and as a vehicle for, presenting
the party image. Politicians are regularly playing the role of popular culture
celebrities (Street 2001:276), and the promotion of Blair in this way reinforces
the emphasis upon leadership and the presidentialisation of politics (cf.
Mancini and Swanson 1996). The notion of celebrity politician again is
nothing new, for example Bill Clinton's extensive promotion as a celebrity.
The construction of familiarity through celebrity has become an important
means of seeking to shape public opinion (Louw 2005:175). This has
occurred, in part, in recognition of the broader communicative opportunities
visual media offer. Creating a 'celebrity' image is about presenting a series of
visual images to the public in order to breed familiarity; to present an image
of being 'in touch' with ordinary voters and their demands. This strategy
was pursued as a means by which party strategists could seek to connect
with disengaged voters. It was also another means through which a generic
brand image could be promoted.

For those who express concerns about the 'dumbing down' of political
debate (i.e. Franklin 1994, although for a counter argument see Temple 2005)
there was little different this year. In overt populist appeals, pre-election
campaigning saw Blair seek to promote the Labour 'brand' to the broader
populace. The manifesto was launched with six of the party leadership
standing at podiums, similar to the format of the game show The Weakest
Link. Blair was prominent in many areas of popular entertainment. He was
put on the spot in 'You Say We Pay' on Richard and Judy, he appeared on The
Wright Stuff, and T4 with June on Channel 4. Little Ant and Dec asked Blair
for his comments on Turkey Twizzlers, particularly salient given Jamie
Oliver's high profile campaign to improve school dinners. (Subsequently, a
government initiative was announced to do just this). The use of popular
culture as a promotional channel was justified by Milburn as a means
through which to connect with the female vote (given their dominance
among daytime TV viewers) that Labour was concerned with losing. Blair
was also featured in an interview in best selling weekly. Take a Break
magazine. While it could be argued that this was also a cost effective means
of using free media to promote a generic populist image, at the same time the
media were keen to indicate that they were not always malleable in this
process. For example Take a Break's editor captioned Blair's picture spread
and interview 'Hooray, I'm in Take A Break' (Hyde 2005) and Blair was
turned down for a cameo role in the award winning Little Britain for Comic
Relief (Conlan 2005). The attempt to seek to engage with popular culture, as
a means to reach audiences perceived to be less politicised, was, however, a
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marked feature of the Labour campaign. At one level it could be argued that
the election at national level was presented as a referendum on Blair's
decision to go to war in Iraq, akin to the eviction process in TV's reality game
show Big Brother.

Labour also sought to consolidate its image by extending campaigning
outside of traditional media forms. Previous election campaigns have sought
to make use of new technologies, such as the use of text messaging in 1997
and 2001. In 2005 there was an increased use of online campaigrung. Again,
following the US's lead Labour employed Zack Exley, who was responsible
for rurming the Democrat's internet campaign during the 2004 Presidential
election. Despite the attention also paid to Howard Dean's successful online
campaigning in the US, this UK election saw only a small online presence,
when compared to other media sources. As in the US the main online
activity was 'blogging'. The Democrats had suggested that this had been
particularly effective in mobilising activists to canvas (Hardy 2005). Both
main parties were involved in blogging. Labour's included 'stories from the
constituencies' and Tony Blair's 'Diary', although unlike the US it was less
concerned with rapid response, more concerned with behind the scenes
stories, seeking to cormect with 'ordinary' voters, presenting Blair as in touch
with everyday life (and voters) doing everyday things.

Direct Appeal to Media?
As Kavanagh (1995) argues, for many what is covered by the media is the

election. Therefore, politicians clearly have to respond, to some degree, to
media demands. In order to communicate with the electorate, capturing the
media agenda is essential. Despite debate as to the effects of the press (see for
example Newton and Brynin 2001) politicians clearly perceive the press to
have a significant impact, hence Labour's studious courting of Murdoch. The
complexity of the context within which Labour was operating is highlighted,
for example, when Murdoch was noted as having expressed real concern
about the prospect of Brown becoming leader (Todai/,19/04/05). Blair
emphasised his intention to govern for the full third time, and The Sun came
out in support of Labour two weeks into the campaign.

Although Labour began their election campaign with a focus on the
economy, it did have difficulty capturing the media agenda, and it could be
argued that a stable economy did not particularly excite media attention.
The media themselves complained the campaign was boring (Hames,
25/04/05) and as research carried out by the Communications Research
Centre at Loughborough University demonstrated, the first week of the
election campaign saw the media provide less coverage of the election than
in recent years (Gibson, 18/4/05). When coverage was provided, more than
half focused on the process, campaign strategies, polls and predictions rather
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than issues (Gibson, 18/4/05). In part this was attributed to other events,
such as the Pope's funeral and the royal wedding. In part it could be argued
this was also because there was fxindamental agreement over basic issues on
the agenda: the economy; health; immigration, and crime (and those not on
the agenda - Europe; environmental issues). There was a stable economy,
parties were appealing to a relatively prosperous middle class electorate; and
campaign resources were better focused elsewhere. The consensual nature of
issues that both did, and did not, reach the campaign agenda, meant that this
campaign saw very little opportunity for real public political debate. As a
result of this seeming convergence on policy issues, and those on which no
policy was discussed, commentators and pollsters suggested the decision for
voters was to decide 'which campaign team [had] implemented the best
marketing strategy' (Shakespeare, 17/4/05). Labour also managed to bypass
traditional media by focusing directly on voters using direct mail and
telephone canvassing. In part this may be a consequence of Labour's historic
distrust of the media; however, it is argued that it is also a consequence of
available technology and the continuing sophistication of marketing within
the party.

Response to Conservative Campaign
In contrast to 1997 and 2001, the Conservatives were perceived to pose a

real threat to the Labour party. This was a party united behind Howard's
unquestioned leadership and this was in stark contrast to their campaign in
2001, when Hague's leadership and ability to run the country, were openly
questioned. The Conservatives presented themselves as a united party
employing strategic campaign management. This was in a context where the
niedia were self confessed to be unexcited with the start of the election
campaign, and was coupled with a urunspiring national campaign pursued
by Labour. This then paved the way for the Conservatives to capture the
media agenda. The Conservatives managed to draw media attention away
from Labour's strength in the economy, and forced Labovir to respond on
issues such as immigration, and the Tory linkage of this with crime with their
unashamedly populist, Saatchi inspired 'are you thinking what we're
thinking?'. In moves echoing Labour strategy in 1997, the Tories maintained
a commitment to policies that had been broadly popular, such as acceptance
of the minimuni wage and Bank of England independence.

Not only did Labour have to compete with events, and a less than
enthusiastic media, but they also struggled to attract and gain the media
agenda following the employment by the Conservatives of successful, right
wing, Australian campaign strategist L5aiton Crosby. Crosby, (whose
effective campaigning in Australia enabled John Howard to return from the
political wilderness and defeat Paul Keating), had rxin a right wing
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campaign, with a focus on immigration. Crosby is known for his willingness
to 'go negative', and for his competence at strategic targeting and effective
campaigning in the marginals. Crosby's input into the campaign saw the
Conservatives capture the national campaign agenda, in the second week,
with a focus on immigration. Labour responded with Blair's policy
announcement on immigration symbolically made at Dover (MacAskill,
23/4/05). But in the third week the emphasis moved to an issue that had
mobilised large public opposition and strength of feeling prior to the start of
the election campaign: Iraq. A document leaked to the Mail on Sunday two
weeks into the campaign raised questions over the legality of the Iraq war.
Given the Conservatives' support of the war, Howard focussed upon
attacking Blair's integrity. Declining trust in politicians is recognised as a
significant issue in British politics (Doig 2005) and Howard sought to
capitalise upon this, aiming to discredit Blair personally by calling him a
'liar'. National opinion polls, however, indicated that even this made little
difference to the consistent Labour lead.

It could be argued that the inability of Labour to dominate the media
agenda was a consequence of strategic marketing on the part of the Labour
party. There was no need to promote anything nationally, other than Labour
as a middle of the road party, that were economically competent; that was
not where the election was being fought. Labour (and the Conservatives)
recognised that their resources would be more effectively targeted in seeking
to engage and mobilise floating voters in key seats. This was done through
the marketing process of segmentation and targeting. Advances in
technology and marketing meant that this occurred on an unprecedented
level.

Marketing and the Local Level Campaign

Despite the Conservatives having captured the national media agenda in the
campaign, the relative stability of Labour lead in the national opinion polls
suggested that the campaigns were having little effect on the voters.
Research undertaken for the Labour campaign team part way through the
election campaign indicated that there were not strong regional variations in
voting intentions, but that 'local factors' were important. This was
considered particularly significant in marginal seats (Wintour and White
2005). Labour's lead was only a few points, and while 1997 and 2001 were
thought to be a foregone conclusion, the Conservatives had recovered
sufficiently to be taken seriously, or at least pose a threat to Labour. Labour's
small lead and concerns over low voter turnout, mecint that both parties were
aware that the election could be won or lost in around 100 key
Labour/Conservative seats0ones 2005), and more narrowly than that, it
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would be decided by the floating voters, within those marginal
constituencies.

Campaign resources and marketing strategies were heavily directed
towards these key voters in the marginal constituencies. While local media
strategies are continually pursued (Negrine and Lilleker 2003) campaigning
has become highly personalised as a consequence of the use of the marketing
techniques of segmentation and targeting. This kind of marketing is nothing
new. Labour has historically sought to identify voter demands (Wring 2001b;
2005). More recently, in 1997, campaign resources had focused on 90 key
seats (Seyd 2001:54). In 2001, there were 'no key seats only key voters'
(Labour party, cited in Seyd 2001), and the 2001 'Operation Turnout' targeted
weak and wavering Labour voters. However 2005 saw a new level of
refinement in this localised strategy. The two main parties relied heavily on
sophisticated databases to produce in-depth profiles of voters, which were
based not only on known political/voting behaviour, but also premised
upon information relating to an individuals lifestyle. It was believed that
this combination of information could be used to accurately assess an
individual's preferences, so that highly personalised messages could be
targeted towards identified strategic voters. Computer technology was
extensively employed in this process. The Conservatives, following
consultation with the Republican strategist, Karl Rove, purchased the US
Republican's software, 'Voter Vault' (Hardy 2005). This technology had
helped the Republicans win crucial swing seats, such as Ohio, in the 2004
presidential election. This database was premised on the notion that buying
behaviour can be used to identify political beliefs.

In a similar vein. Labour had the 'labour.contact' database, although this
was thought to be less advanced than that of the Conservatives. Labour's
database had become widely used since 2003 to profile, then target, floating
voters. The research team was headed by US Democrat consultant Stan
Greenberg and Labour's Philip Gould. This was complimented by
consultations with Clinton's former pollster Mark Penn, himself a specialist
in profiling target voters (Wring 2005b). In order to identify the preferences
of the target floating voters both Labour and the Conservatives had
purchased a profile of every postcode in Britain from the marketing company
Mosaic. This database was used to classify postcodes, and the demographics
of those living in a small number of people, often no more than 15, within
each street (Wintour 2005). This level of profiling was used by commercial
organisations to enabling firms to target or avoid certain types of customers.
Stored on Labour's (and the Conservatives') database, this information was
then checked against the party's own history of voters. In the year prior to
the election both the Conservatives and Labour made millions of canvassing
calls, enabling them to build up databases of information and identifying
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where swing voters were located. The aim was to compile a list of target
voters and contact them by phone, mailshot, and on the doorstep. The use
of electoral records and data from commercial suppliers enabled both parties
to build up a precise picture of these groups through analysis of credit
history and purchasing habits, combined with data known about each
postcode, information gained from the doorstep and through telephone
canvassing. This meant that target voters were no longer identified by
traditional social class, but by much more distinct cind discrete categories.
Markets had been segmented; divided into common denominators of
particular groups that shared common characteristics, for example, the
Mondeo man of previous elections. What was different in this election
campaign was the extent to which this led to highly personalised, individual
campaigning. This technology and marketing strategy facilitated the
identification by Labour of over 61 different groups. Those targeted
included, for example, 'symbols of success', 'upscaling new owners', and
'affluent blue collar' (Wintour 2005). As a consequence a highly personalised
direct campaigning strategy which was targeted at specific, (identified as
significant to the electoral outcome) voters. Building on a generic national
brand image. Labour were able to identify these particular voter concerns
and target them with direct mail and telephone calls, emphasising the aspect
of the product which their particular tcirget group had identified as
important, for example, education. The cap on campaign spending
equivalent to 40p per voter (The Economist, 7/4/05) meant resources needed
to be used effectively. As such the telephone became a significant tool in
election campaigning. Issues that were significant to key voters were
identified through continual telephone canvassing from national telephone
banks, which were in place more than six months before the date of the
election. Labour's call centre in Gosforth, Tyneside, employed over 100 staff
(Wintour 2005). As a consequence of information gathered in this way,
campaigning was highly individualised, leaflets, videos and dvds were
targeted, and personalised letters (sent with handwritten addresses), on
issues that these strategically significant voters had identified as important.

This increasingly sophisticated technology enabled the parties to identify
the key swing voters crucial to the outcome of the election. Marketing means
identifying these voters, their wants and preferences and then targeting them
accordingly, with direct reference to the specific issues raised in the process
of this market research. As such, spending on direct mail increased
considerably during this campaign and during the first two months of 2005
Labour had already spent £222,000 to fund 370,000 pieces of direct mail
(Barnes 2005). This meant that the campaign message could reach the voter
without mediation through traditional media forms. This extensive
segmentation, targeting and personalised campaigning also suggests, at first
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glance, an adherence to the marketing concept. The marketing concept states
that the consumer is at the centre of the product (Keith 1960). Consumer
demand is identified using market research techniques and the product is
tailored accordingly. However, it is argued that market segmentation
deviates from the marketing concept (and the normative ideal that this
responsiveness is a positive benefit for democracy, e.g. O'Cass 1996; Lees-
Marshment 2001) in two ways. First, by focusing resources on and
identifying preferences of only a small proportion of the electorate and
second, by tailoring aspects of the image (product) to suit the preferences
expressed by a few individuals, rather than the expressed preferences of the
electorate as a whole. Instead of the political consumer (voter) (a generic
term implying the entire electorate) being at the centre of the product
(Scammell 1995; Lees-Marshment 2001; O'Cass 1996), crucially in the 2005
election less than 2% of the electorate were at the centre of this process. So
direct marketing is far from identifying and incorporating the demands of
the populace, rather about refining and presenting a message to a small
minority of the population.

Conclusion

The highly localised 2005 campaign saw the two main parties adopt broad
national campaigns and concentrate their resources on key swing voters.
These were identified using increasingly sophisticated marketing techniques
and technology, consolidating the link between purchasing behaviour and
political beliefs, reinforcing the notion that both marketers and politicians
perceive politics as merely another commodity to be sold for consumption.
This commodification of politics, coupled with highly localised targeted
campaigning, raises serious concerns for the democratic and political process.
Electoral turnout in 2001 reached a record post war low of 59%. TTie 2005
campaign saw a marginal increase to 61.3%. Labour was returned to office
with a majority of 66 seats on a record lowest 35.2% of the vote. On one level
this is clearly a consequence of the peculiarities of the electoral system, with
turnout averaging considerably lower in safe seats (the lowest 10 safest seats
averaged 51.4% turnout, compared with 68.8% average in the 10 most
marginal seats [Electoral Reform Society 2005]). These low levels of electoral
participation are a source of concern. Democracy is reliant upon informed
and engaged participation by its citizens. The extensive use of marketing in
electoral campaigning suggests market principles rather than political
ideologies drive the political process. This may enable actors to achieve their
short term goals: to gain office. However, across Western Europe concerns
are expressed about the declining faith of the public in their democratic
systems (e.g. Marquand 2004). It is suggested that the dominance of
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marketing informing party political behaviour, and the lack of political
debate emanating from the formal arena of politics, has contributed to this
increasing disaffection (in terms of the current trend of low levels of turnout)
with the process of politics.

It is also worth highlighting that the media are not always compliant
actors in the process of electioneering. Despite the use of extensive
marketing, Blair was clearly damaged by the election campaign. One of the
enduring images of election night was of Blair standing behind Reg Keys
following the coiint in Sedgefield. As the grieving father, who had stood
against Blair, paid tribute to his son and others who had been killed in Iraq,
and also expressed the hope that Blair would apologise, the Prime Minister
stared impassively straight ahead, with a fixed frown. Despite Labour's
attempts to downplay Iraq, it had been a significant election issue. It also
resulted in a series of shocks for Labour, including the losses of safe seats, for
example, Oona King in Bethnal Green and Bow, and Keith Bradley in
Manchester Withington (whose majority in 2001 was just over 11,500). Post
election analysis produced speculation as to the date of Blair's departure,
which is generally thought to be no later than eighteen months into office.

The relative success in terms of gain in vote share by the Liberal
Democrats was attributed by pollsters MORI and YouGov to voters
protesting over Iraq. The dominance of Iraq as an issue throughout the
election campaign, despite Labour's attempts to keep it from the agenda,
suggest that traditionally considered 'political' issues are still of significance
to the public. However, it is argued that extensive marketing by the two
main parties has eroded substantive political debate; as Harris and Wring
astutely note there is a 'perception that managerialism has to some extent
replaced traditional forms of ideology as the drjving force within modem
politics' (2001:909). The distinction between the two parties has continued to
be one of campaign strategies, and implementation of effective marketing
techniques.

The 2005 election can be characterised by the issue of Iraq, a strengthened
Conservative party and concerns of low voter turnout; yet the real issues
remained underlying. Labour's election campaign was one of two very
unequal halves: although characterised by marketing there was a generic
bland national campaign which was coupled with a highly localised
targeting of key identified floating voters. While it is a truism that swing
voters win elections, for the first time the 2005 election saw the use of
sophisticated marketing techniques and strategies which enabled parties to
identify who those swing voters were and target personalised campaign
messages to them. This meant that the campaign could be fought on an
individualised local level. This marks a dramatic shift in electoral
campaigning and consolidation of the emphasis parties place on marketing
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informing their behaviour. It is widely claimed that actors' response to this
heavily mediated environment has meant an emphasis upon style over
substance. This decline in interest in the broader national election campaign
clearly highlights some of the problems of applying marketing to politics.
The focus upon the key voters in marginal seats meant that far from being
democratically accountable to the voting public as a whole, politicians were
in fact responsive to the swing voters in key strategic seats. As noted above,
in 2005 these numbered 2% of the electorate.
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